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And finally, BatchBackupResaver
comes in handy when you have
many backup files, so you don't
have to do all of them manually.
This application allows you to

quickly and efficiently add, edit or
delete backup files. It has a clean
and pleasant interface and allows
you to achieve a convenient task
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with just a few clicks. If you work
with regular backup files of various

sizes, then this is the utility you
need. BatchBackupResaver allows
you to add, edit or delete backup

files via its intuitive and
straightforward interface. Its quick

interface is available and allows
you to perform various tasks, such
as: 1. Add an existing backup file
from your backup data source to

the current list of files and add it to
one of the output folders 2. Edit
the file name, extension or even
content of the selected file in the
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current list 3. Delete the backup
file from your list of files 4. Edit or
delete the selected backup files and

even the entire data folder if you
want In this easy-to-use program,
you don't have to even deal with

file navigation. All you have to do
is select the desired files and press
the "Add" or "Edit" buttons on the

program's interface. The file
browser is only there to help you
navigate through the data you've

added to the list.
BatchBackupResaver does not

depend on the backup data source
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to work properly. It only lets you
add, edit or delete backup files
from your backup data source.

BatchBackupResaver is safe and
adheres to the highest level of

security standards to protect your
data and not to let any unauthorized

access to it. It can also save your
time by making it easier to restore

your backup files.
BatchBackupResaver will copy the
file's name, extension and folder
structure before it saves the file.
Besides, you can choose between
two export options (to remove or
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keep the folder structure and size
of the backup file after the export

process). The SysTools
BatchBackupResaver is a handy
and convenient utility that allows
you to perform various operations
on backup files of various sizes. It
is provided with a clean and simple
interface, thus letting you browse

your backup files with ease.
BatchBackupResaver allows you to
remove an individual backup file,

edit a file name or delete all files in
the list in one easy-to-use

application. Using this handy utility
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you can also add,
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iRMS Recovery Manager is a
powerful on-premise tool for

repairing drive images or entire
volumes. Made for system

administrators, it is a one-time
repair tool. You can backup, repair
and migrate your existing image or
volumes or create brand new image

or volumes and restore them.
SysTools Hard Disk Sentinel is an

award winning utility that
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diagnoses and fixes the most
common PC performance issues.

Hard Disk Sentinel is the only
utility to regularly check all your

hard drives for errors and begin to
repair the bad sectors. Hard Disk
Sentinel's comprehensive and in-
depth scan will find most drive

problems, including bad sectors,
head, power supply and motor
problems, and this is just the
beginning of our extensive

database of data recovery tools and
utilities. SysTools Hard Disk

Sentinel is a visual diagnostic tool.
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Hard Disk Sentinel's Scan and Fix
feature will analyze your hard

drives for errors, find bad sectors
and build a comprehensive

database of vital hard drive data.
Hard Disk Sentinel's extensive

database is updated daily with new
data recovery utilities and hard

drive condition information. You
can then decide to use one of the
extended utilities to repair drive

images or perform a deep scan to
recover damaged or missing files.
SysTools Hard Disk Sentinel is a
visual diagnostic tool. Hard Disk
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Sentinel's Scan and Fix feature will
analyze your hard drives for errors,

find bad sectors and build a
comprehensive database of vital

hard drive data. Hard Disk
Sentinel's extensive database is

updated daily with new data
recovery utilities and hard drive
condition information. You can

then decide to use one of the
extended utilities to repair drive

images or perform a deep scan to
recover damaged or missing files.
SysTools Hard Disk Sentinel is a
visual diagnostic tool. Hard Disk
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Sentinel's Scan and Fix feature will
analyze your hard drives for errors,

find bad sectors and build a
comprehensive database of vital

hard drive data. Hard Disk
Sentinel's extensive database is

updated daily with new data
recovery utilities and hard drive
condition information. You can

then decide to use one of the
extended utilities to repair drive

images or perform a deep scan to
recover damaged or missing files.
SysTools Hard Disk Sentinel is a
visual diagnostic tool. Hard Disk
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Sentinel's Scan and Fix feature will
analyze your hard drives for errors,

find bad sectors and build a
comprehensive database of vital

hard drive data. Hard Disk
Sentinel's extensive database is

updated daily with new data
recovery utilities and hard drive
condition information. You can

then decide to use one of the
extended utilities to repair drive

images or perform a deep scan to
recover damaged or missing files.
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SysTools BKF Viewer

SysTools BKF Viewer is an easy-to-
use software utility that enables
you to look inside Windows
backup files (BKF format), in
order to verify if particular files
exist. It comes in handy whenever
you have multiple BKF files at
hand and don't know exactly which
one contains the item you're
loiokng for, so you don't have to
waste time extracting entire data
from all of these files. The
installation procedure takes little
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time to finish and minimum effort.
Its user-friendly interface is based
on a simple window with a clean
structure, where you can perform
either a quick or deep scan on a
BKF file selected with the file
browser. The drag-and-drop
method is not supported. SysTools
BKF Viewer reconstructs the
original folder structure and shows
file details such as name, size and
last date of modification. On the
bottom part of the screen you can
preview the file content. In
addition, the program provides a
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search function to locate files when
you're dealing with large amounts
of data. There are no other notable
features provided by this program.
It requires a pretty low amount of
CPU and RAM to work properly,
so it does not concern the
computer's overall performance.
BKF content is loaded rapidly. No
error dialogs were shown in our
testing, and SysTools BKF Viewer
did not hang or crash. We have not
come across any kind of issues in
our tests. All in all, it serves its
purpose. Too bad that SysTools
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BKF Viewer has not been updated
for a long time. SysTools BKF
Viewer: SysTools BKF Viewer is
an easy-to-use software utility that
enables you to look inside
Windows backup files (BKF
format), in order to verify if
particular files exist. It comes in
handy whenever you have multiple
BKF files at hand and don't know
exactly which one contains the
item you're loiokng for, so you
don't have to waste time extracting
entire data from all of these files.
The installation procedure takes
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little time to finish and minimum
effort. Its user-friendly interface is
based on a simple window with a
clean structure, where you can
perform either a quick or deep
scan on a BKF file selected with
the file browser. The drag-and-
drop method is not supported.
SysTools BKF Viewer reconstructs
the original folder structure and
shows file details such

What's New In SysTools BKF Viewer?

What is new in this release:
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Version 1.0.9.0 Bug fixes. What is
new in version 1.0.9: Version
1.0.9.0 Bug fixes. Changes in
version 1.0.9.0: Version 1.0.9.0
Bug fixes. Changes in version
1.0.8: Version 1.0.8.0 It is possible
to restore original name, location,
size and other properties of deleted
files (that haven't actually been
deleted), by means of the option
Display before and after actions.
"Restore" operation works in the
following case. BKF file is initially
created, with the file name:
"Simple File" Simple File is
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deleted and then recreated with the
same name: BKF file is therefore
restored to its original name and
locationQ: How to set grid width of
the cell differently? I am trying to
add a container inside the grid. I
want to have the cell with different
widths. Something like that: Here
is what i have so far: But i dont
know how to set the width
differently for the cell A: One of
the Grid Columns should have a
HorizontalAlignment of "Stretch"
to use all available width
(horizontally), the other column
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(with white background) should
have Width="*".
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System Requirements For SysTools BKF Viewer:

OS: Windows 7, 8, and 10 (64-bit
versions only). Processor: 2.0 GHz
Processor or equivalent. Memory:
1 GB RAM (2 GB for Windows 7).
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7800
GT (GTX 660), ATI Radeon HD
4870 or better. DirectX: Version
11. Network: Broadband Internet
connection. Storage: 50 MB
available hard drive space (75 MB
for Windows 7). Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0 compliant sound card
with minimum 44.1 kHz sample
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